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There were two new issues in the past month, both investment-grade
FixedResets, both issued in good size. These issues represent welcome
additions to the Canadian preferred share universe.

HIMIPref™ Index Returns

PerpetualDiscounts now yield 5.31%, equivalent to 6.90% interest at
the now standard 1.3x conversion factor, while long corporate yields
have performed very well over the month and now stand at about
4.75%. Hence, the pre-tax interest-equivalent spread (also called the
Seniority Spread) has widened to about 215bp from 195bp last month,
reversing last month’s change. It should be noted that this figure is not
directly comparable to long term historical data due to the change in
equivalency factor and the mass migration of highly rated issues to
DeemedRetractibles. Be that as it may, the long-term history of this
spread is shown in Chart 1, while the other spreads of interest are shown
in Chart 2. Note that:
• The Seniority Spread is Interest-Equivalent PerpetualDiscounts
less Long Corporates
• The Credit Spread is Long Corporates less Long Canadas
• The Term Spread is Long Canadas less 5-Year Canadas
See the October, 2009, edition for more discussion of these spreads. The
equivalency factor has been changed to 1.3x as of February 4, the same
day as the DeemedRetractible migration.
Malachite Aggressive Preferred Fund reported returns at link #1, some
tables are reproduced at the end of this newsletter. The fund is available
either directlyfrom Hymas Investment Management (see link #2)
or through brokerage accounts held at Odlum Brown (see
https://www.odlumbrown.com/home.html).
DBRS downgraded RON.PR.A to Pfd-3(low).
TDS.PR.C has issued a partial call for redemption.
CZP.PR.A and CZP.PR.B are now effectively direct issues of Atlantic Power
(ATP) following the closing of the takeover proposed last June. Their legal
structure has not changed, but the both the company and its parent are
now guaranteeing ATP’s senior debt, in a move reminiscent of the
proposed BCE /Teachers’ deal in 2007. There is therefore no advantage
to CZP in “being closer to the money” that would normally be the case
in a holdco /opco structure. DBRS has announced that they expected to
downgrade the issue from Pfd-3 to Pfd-4 on consummation of the deal,
but have not yet made a formal announcement. DBRS does not rate ATP,
but S&P rates it as BB- and it would appear the market agrees since ATP’s
recent seven-year bond issue was sold to yield 9.5% – so I expect sizable
downgrades from both Credit Rating Agencies to be announced shortly.
Both issues plunged after the DBRS announcement; it is instructive to
examine the yield spread between CZP.PR.A (a PerpetualDiscount)
and BBD.PR.C (also a PerpetualDiscount) shown in Chart 3. As may
be seen, the two issues traded even-yield at the beginning of the
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year, notwithstanding the perceived higher credit quality of CZP.PR.A;
there was a widening at the time of the announcement followed by a
recovery; and a dramatic widening following the DBRS announcement.
As BBD is rated Pfd-4 by DBRS, one would expect the issues to trade
currently at more-or-less even yield; but BBD has much better namerecognition amongst Canadian retail investors, so the relative wideness
may well persist.
Last month I reported that S&P had downgraded CM.PR.D and CM.PR.E
to BBB+ on the bond scale due to their newly acquired status as NVCC
issues (this also applies to CM.PR.G, which is not rated by S&P) and
noted that it had had no effect on the Canadian preferred scale of credit
ratings. S&P has now announced that a downgrade on the preferred
scale rating to P-2(high) has actually become effective, but they forgot to
announce it.
S&P has assigned a positive outlook to Fairfax Financial Holdings; they
currently rate FFH.PR.C, FFH.PR.E, FFH.PR.G and FFH.PR.I (all FixedResets)
at P-3.
Moody’s has placed SLF on review-negative, following SLF’s
announcement of a large charge against earnings in 11Q3 and a
further charge expected in 11Q4, citing weaker financial flexibility
and increased capital required to support its US operations. DBRS also
expressed concern regarding reduced flexibility, but took no action.
Brookfield announced that the net result of the recent conversion
privilege to and from BAM.PR.E (RatchetRate) and BAM.PR.G
(FixedFloater) was a small net migration towards the latter issue.
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the both the company and its parent are now guaranteeing ATP’s senior debt, in a move
reminiscent of the proposed BCE/Teachers’ deal in 2007. There is therefore no advantage
to CZP in “being closer to the money” that would normally be the case in a holdco/opco
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See the October, 2009, edition for more discussion of these spreads. The equivalency
factor has been changed to 1.3x as of February 4, the same day as the
DeemedRetractible migration.
Malachite Aggressive Preferred Fund reported returns at link #1, some tables are
reproduced at the end of this newsletter. The fund is available either directlyfrom Hymas
Investment Management (see link #2) or through brokerage accounts held at Odlum
Brown (see https://www.odlumbrown.com/home.html).
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BBB+ on the bond scale due to their newly acquired status as NVCC issues
(this also applies to CM.PR.G, which is not rated by S&P) and noted that it had
had no effect on the Canadian preferred scale of credit ratings. S&P has now
announced that a downgrade on the preferred scale rating to P-2(high) has
actually become effective, but they forgot to announce it.
S&P has assigned a positive outlook to Fairfax Financial Holdings; they
currently rate FFH.PR.C, FFH.PR.E, FFH.PR.G and FFH.PR.I (all FixedResets) at P-3.
Moody’s has placed SLF on review-negative, following SLF’s announcement
of a large charge against earnings in 11Q3 and a further charge expected
in 11Q4, citing weaker financial flexibility and increased capital required to
support its US operations. DBRS also expressed concern regarding reduced
flexibility, but took no action.
Brookfield announced that the net result of the recent conversion privilege to
and from BAM.PR.E (RatchetRate) and BAM.PR.G (FixedFloater) was a small net
migration towards the latter issue.
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